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        Ukraine’s allies not giving enough air defence, minister says    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 4, 2024                    
                
                        
                By Andrew Gray BRUSSELS (Reuters) – Ukraine’s partners are not providing enough air defence to protect against Russian missile attacks even though they have more than 100 Patriot systems in their own arsenals, Ukrainian Foreign Minister Dmytro Kuleba said on Wednesday. In an interview with Reuters, Kuleba said he would raise the issue of Patriot…            
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        Helicopter rescues Taiwan miners, stranded hotel guests confirmed safe    
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                By Yimou Lee and Fabian Hamacher HUALIEN, Taiwan (Reuters) -A helicopter plucked to safety on Thursday six people stranded in a mining area after Taiwan’s worst earthquake in 25 years, and rescue workers reached 400 people cut off in a hotel in a mountainous national park by air, and confirmed all were safe. Hundreds of…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Helicopter rescues Taiwan miners, stranded hotel guests confirmed safe        
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        Wider bird flu spread raises concern for humans, animal health body says    
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                By Sybille de La Hamaide PARIS (Reuters) – The spread of bird flu to an increasing number of species and its widening geographic reach have raised the risks of humans being infected by the virus, the head of the World Organisation for Animal Health (WOAH) said on Thursday. Monique Eloit’s comments come after the U.S.…            
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        Serbia to boost defence industry cooperation with France, President Vucic says    
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                BELGRADE (Reuters) -Serbia wants to boost defence industry cooperation with France, and is still seeking to buy Rafale fighter jets, President Aleksandar Vucic said on Thursday, in a further sign of Belgrade’s shift away from Russia as an arms supplier. Vucic said he will discuss the cooperation with French President Emmanuel Macron during a visit…            
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        UK judges, intelligence experts call for halt to Israeli arms sales    
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                By Kate Holton LONDON (Reuters) -Three former Supreme Court justices have joined more than 600 members of the British legal profession in calling for the government to halt arms sales to Israel, saying it could make Britain complicit in genocide in Gaza. Their call was also backed by two of the country’s leading intelligence experts,…            
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        Gaza’s wasteland seen via bicycle after six months of war    
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                By Mahmoud Issa Dawoud Abu Alkas Ahmed Zakot Mohammed Salem DUBAI (Reuters) – Before the Gaza war erupted, the tiny enclave run by the Palestinian militant group Hamas was impoverished and densely populated, but full of life — restaurants, shops, makeshift soccer pitches, universities and hospitals. Six months after the conflict began, Reuters cameramen took…            
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        NATO marks 75th anniversary with warnings of renewed Russian threat    
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                By Andrew Gray and John Irish BRUSSELS (Reuters) -NATO foreign ministers celebrated the alliance’s 75th anniversary on Thursday to warnings that Moscow was as great a threat as ever and concern over stalled U.S. aid for Ukraine in its war against Russia. “NATO’s biggest battles to fight are still in the future, and we have…            
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        Ukrainian soldiers, engineers toil round the clock to build defences    
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                By Anna Voitenko and Sergiy Chalyi CHERNIHIV REGION, Ukraine (Reuters) – Ukraine is working round the clock to build defensive fortifications to stop Russia’s troops advancing any further 26 months into their full-scale invasion. The Ukrainian government has allocated $509 million this year to fortify both its border with Russia and the front line with…            
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        Man found guilty of 2005 murder of female British police officer Beshenivsky    
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                LONDON (Reuters) – A 75-year-old man was found guilty on Thursday of the murder of British police officer Sharon Beshenivsky during a bungled armed robbery in 2005. Following his extradition to Britain from Pakistan last year, a jury at Leeds Crown Court found Piran Ditta Khan guilty of murder and firearms offences, Britain’s Crown Prosecution…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Man found guilty of 2005 murder of female British police officer Beshenivsky        
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        Taiwan condemns ‘shameless’ China’s thanks for global sympathy on quake    
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                TAIPEI (Reuters) – Taiwan on Thursday condemned China as “shameless” after Beijing’s deputy ambassador to the United Nations thanked the world for its concern about a strong earthquake on the island. China claims democratically-governed Taiwan as its own territory and also claims the right to speak for it on the international stage, to the fury…            
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        Kremlin says Russia and NATO are now in “direct confrontation”    
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                MOSCOW (Reuters) -Russia and NATO are now in “direct confrontation”, the Kremlin said as the U.S.-led alliance marked its 75th anniversary on Thursday. NATO’s successive waves of eastern enlargement are a fixation of President Vladimir Putin, who went to war in Ukraine two years ago with the stated aim of preventing the alliance from coming…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Kremlin says Russia and NATO are now in “direct confrontation”        
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        Russia detains three more people over concert shooting    
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                MOSCOW (Reuters) -Russia has detained three more people suspected of involvement in last month’s mass shooting at a concert hall near Moscow, the FSB security service was quoted as saying on Thursday. A Russian citizen and two foreign citizens, all originally from Central Asia, were detained in Moscow, Yekaterinburg and Omsk, Interfax quoted an FSB…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Russia detains three more people over concert shooting        
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        Danish frigate suffered weapon system failure in Red Sea combat, captain says    
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                By Jacob Gronholt-Pedersen KORSOR, Denmark (Reuters) – A Danish frigate deployed to the Red Sea as part of a U.S.-led operation suffered malfunctioning of its weapon systems when attacked by drones operated by Houthi militants last month, the captain said on Thursday as the ship arrived in Denmark. The failure, which until Thursday had only…            
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        Finland school shooting looks premeditated, police say    
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                HELSINKI (Reuters) -The 12-year-old boy accused of killing a fellow sixth-grader in a school shooting in Finland this week appears to have planned it ahead of time based on evidence from confiscated electronics, Finnish police said on Thursday. The attack at the Viertola school near Helsinki on Tuesday, in which two other children were also…            
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        Hamas official says no progress in ceasefire talks, despite the movement’s flexibility    
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                DUBAI (Reuters) -Hamas official Osama Hamdan said on Thursday there has been no progress in Gaza ceasefire talks despite the Palestinian group showing flexibility. Hamdan said Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu was placing obstacles hindering both parties from reaching an agreement, and that he is “not interested” in releasing Israeli hostages. “The occupation government is…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Hamas official says no progress in ceasefire talks, despite the movement’s flexibility        
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        Faulty missile launcher closes busy Danish sea lane    
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                COPENHAGEN (Reuters) -An activated but faulty missile launcher on a Danish navy vessel triggered a closure of airspace and shipping traffic in the Great Belt strait on Thursday, the Danish armed forces said. Denmark’s National Maritime Authority had earlier warned ships not to sail through the Great Belt strait, one of the world’s busiest sea…            
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        London Tube drivers call off strikes planned in April and May    
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                LONDON (Reuters) – Train drivers on the London Underground have called off strikes planned on April 8 and May 4 in a long-running dispute over working conditions, the ASLEF trade union said on Thursday. The Associated Society of Locomotive Engineers and Firemen (ASLEF), which represents 96% of the train drivers in Britain, said it had…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: London Tube drivers call off strikes planned in April and May        
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        Israel plans to adjust Gaza war tactics after killing aid workers    
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                By Dan Williams JERUSALEM (Reuters) -Israel said on Thursday it would adjust its Gaza war tactics after killing seven aid workers in an air strike that the military called an operational accident, though the process may take weeks while an investigation proceeds. Monday’s incident has stoked Western anger at the mounting civilian toll in the…            
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        Thames Water debt ratings cut, bonds fall sharply    
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                LONDON (Reuters) -Thames Water, the troubled British utility, on Thursday had the credit ratings cut on its debt and its holding company’s debt by two ratings agencies, sending the value of the bonds down sharply. Fitch Ratings cut the debt of Thames Water holding company Kemble Water Finance deeper into junk territory and said some…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Thames Water debt ratings cut, bonds fall sharply        
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        Myanmar military TV says 13 ‘terrorist’ drones shot down over capital, no damage or casualties    
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                (Reuters) – Thirteen fixed-wing drones were shot down over the capital of military-ruled Myanmar on Thursday, in a foiled attack by “terrorists” seeking to destroy important locations in the city, military-run Myawaddy TV reported. Of the 13 drones, four carried explosives but no damage or casualties were inflicted, the report said. Myawaddy did not mention…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Myanmar military TV says 13 ‘terrorist’ drones shot down over capital, no damage or casualties        
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